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18 June 2007 

The General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
PO Box 1199 
DICKSON ACT 2602 

13 14 79 
Manufadurers 6 Supp lh  of Refrigeration Sad8 

PO Box 1548 East Doncaster, Vic. 3 109 
Ph: 13 14 79 or (03) 9841 4099 
Fax: (03) 9841 6063 

Dear SirNadam 

Notifications N50197, N50198, N50199 and N92676 
- Conference in relation to the draft notices 

I support the ACCC draft decision to revoke the above notifications. The following 
points are made in relation to the ACCC consideration of likely benefits and 
detriments of the conduct. 

Public benefits 

Higher quality refrigeration seals 

The claim of a minimum wall thickness of 0.5 rnm for SAF product is countered by 
measurement of 20 lengths of SAF 188 I have which measure between 0.42 rnrn and 
0.47 mrn, that is, not meeting SAF's own standards. Further, the SAF magnet I have 
breaks when folded in half. In submissions Mr Rooney has advised that he would be 
responsible for determining which materials meet his standard, leaving the issue of 
disclosure entirely with one interested party.. 

The product in-use has not been entirely satisfactory as I have had to change seals 
where S 188 was used to an alternative supplier's material because of difficulty with 
achieving a satisfactory fit with S 188. 

I note also that in the franchisor's submission of 14 March 2007 (p 1) he states 'SAF 
would purchase goods in bulkfiom any business or company's (sic) that will provide 
supplies at a consistent standard that meets our requirements and at an agreedprice. ' 
The words 'consistent standard' and 'requirements' are used instead of SAF 
standards. My experience with the franchisor suggests if the notifications were not 
revoked 'requirements' would most likely become the operative word and the SAF 
standards as currently would not be used. 

Removal of franchisee choice of materials purchased will leave franchisees with the 
responsibility for any faults from materials used, but with no opportunity to change 
suppliers. The result will be detrimental to both franchisees and their customers. 



Timely supply of goods 

In the franchisor's submission of 11 December 2006 (Annexe A, Pt 12) he states 
'Approval should take no longer than 7 days. ' The word 'should' has no enforceable 
basis as no doubt the fkanchisor is well aware. There would be no obligation on the 
firanchisor expediting requests. 

I had a telephone call from the franchisor on Friday 15 June and among other things 
he invited me to contact him if there were any issues I wanted to discuss. An email 
sent to him on Monday 18 June containing a number of previously unresolved andlor 
unanswered issues is awaiting answer. 

Environmental effects 

The fkanchisor's submission contains standard environmental effects from replacing 
refrigerator seals and makes no claim of increased environmental benefits through use 
of SAF products. To the contrary, reduced supply lines is likely to res adds nothing to 
enhance the environmental effects 


